[A clinicopathological classification analysis of ocular mass lesions in 7 910 cases].
Objective: To investigate the anatomical region, histopathological classification and histogensis distribution of ocular mass lesions in South China. Methods: Retrospective cases study. The clinical and pathological data of 7 910 samples with ocular (adnexal) tumors or proliferative lesions which were examined from January 2000 to May 2018 were retrospectively retrieved. The constituent ratios of ocular mass lesions in different anatomical regions and histogenesis have been analyzed. Results: There were 3 445 males and 4 465 females aged from 3 months to 106 years. Classification by anatomical region. Eyelid 4 976 cases (62.9%): benign-pigmented nevus (31.7%, 1 342/4 235), squamous cell papilloma (12.3%, 519/4 235), seborrheic keratosis (9.4%, 396/4 235); malignant-basal cell carcinoma (48.5%, 359/741), sebaceous gland carcinoma (34.4%, 255/741), squamous cell carcinoma (12.3%, 91/741). Ocular surface 1 449 cases (18.3%): benign-pigmented nevus (26.6%, 359/1 348), squamous cell papilloma (12.8%, 173/1 348); malignant-lymphoma (34.7%, 35/101), squamous cell carcinoma (30.7%, 31/101).Orbit 1 485 cases (18.8%): benign-hemangioma (28.5%, 332/1 167), lacrimal gland (duct) cyst(13.2%, 154/1 167); malignant-lymphoma (44.7%, 142/318), adenoid cystic carcinoma (10.1%, 32/318). Classification by histogenesis: epithelial 2 145 cases (27.1%), cutaneous appendages 378 cases (4.8%), cystoid 1 068 cases (13.5%), mesenchymal 748 cases (9.5%), lymph-hematopoietic 225 cases (2.8%), neurogenic 31 cases (0.4%), melanocytic 1 765 cases (22.3%), others 1 550 cases (19.6%). Conclusions: Over the past 18 years, the ocular tumors identified at the Second Affiliated Hospital, Zhejiang University School of Medicine most frequently occur in eyelid and originate from epithelium. The most common types are as followings. Benign lesions: pigmented nevus, squamous cell papilloma are the most common types for eyelid and ocular surface, whereas hemangioma, lacrimal gland (duct) cyst and epidermoid cyst are the most common types for orbit. Malignant cancers: basal cell carcinoma is the most prevalent disease in eyelid, whereas lymphoma occurs more frequently in ocular surface and orbit. (Chin J Ophthalmol, 2019, 55: 847-853).